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What have we been getting up to?
Unfortunately due to the
current guidelines we are
unable to meet face to
face but we have
reintroduced virtual
sessions which are proving
to be very popular. So far
we've had yoga, HIIT
workouts, resistance band
sessions and some very
competitive quizzes with
the Perth Eagles including
Coaches VS Players which
resulted in a win for the
players... this time!

We are really excited to be
working with Sported on a
brand new project which
involves getting more young
people with a disability active.
Gemma, Ben and Murran are
currently undertaking training
to become young tutors who
will help to deliver disability
inclusion training to the 8
groups involved with the
project!
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Club Awards
We recently had our club AGM and Awards which were a real
success, here are our award categories (Our winners are featured
on the next page)

Endeavour For Improvement (u16/over 16)- Committed to developing
themselves throughout this time, through personal development, physical
training etc
Pandemic Hero - An individual who has facilitated
Dundee Dragons to keep going throughout the Covid-19
) - Someone who has taken on the
pandemic from equipment cleaning to general cheer.
spirit of the Dragons Family by supporting others throughout the

Spirit Award( u16 and over 16

pandemic despite having to go through difficult times themselves.
Spirit Award( u16 and over 16) - Someone who has
taken on the spirit of the Dragons Family by supporting
others throughout the pandemic despite having to go

Pandemic Hero - An
individual
whotimes
has facilitated
Dundee Dragons to keep
through
difficult
themselves.
going throughout the Covid-19 pandemic from equipment cleaning to general
cheer.
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Club Awards
Endeavour For Improvement Award U16 Shayne Humphries
Runner up - Nathanael Scott

Endeavour For Improvement Award
Over 16
- Rhys Colliar
Runner up - Cadyn Thomson

Spirit Award U16 Shayne Humphries
Runner up - Nathanael Scott

Spirit Award Over 16 Cadyn Thomson
Runner up - Gemma Lumsdaine

Pandemic Hero
-Adam Elder
Runner up - Kevin Rattray
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Chat corner: Fiona Christie
We sat down with Paralympian and
European Medallist Fiona Christie
to discuss her journey and
perspective on disability sport

Q:How did you first get involved
in wheelchair sport?
A: I had my right leg amputated in
1984 and whilst I was in hospital the
physios arranged for me to meet
with a double amputee Dale who
came in to talk to me about life as
an amputee. She played wheelchair
basketball with Team Thistle which
was one of the three teams in
Scotland at the time and she
persuaded me to come along and
give it a try.

Q:What has been your biggest
achievement so far in your
career?
A: I have two biggest achievements,
first one was attending the Seoul
Paralympics in 1988 as part of the
GB Ladies Basketball Team. The
other was my last badminton
international tournament, the
European Championships in 2018
where I won a bronze medal in the
ladies singles at the age of 52 and
beating players who I was old
enough to be their mum.
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Q:How did you adjust from playing a team
sport to an individual sport? A: I found that very
hard, I was used to having a team around me and I
found individual sport very lonely. Especially as I
was the only wheelchair athlete from Scotland.
Quite often at large internationals the standing
players were in a different hall so I was by myself
quite a lot. I got to know a lot of the other
countries wheelchair players and made many new
friends. Which was always a good thing if my
normal doubles partners were not at an event. I
knew plenty of players from other countries who I
could pair up with. I am still in touch with many of
them and meeting up with them at competitions is
one of the things I miss most of about playing.
Coming from a team sport to badminton I think I
always preferred doubles as there was always
someone you could discuss tactics with, or they
might see something happening in a game that I
hadn’t or vice versa. I always found singles a bit
lonely especially if we had no coach with us,
players would usually try and cover each others
games so that there was someone at the back of
the court watching the game and you could
discuss what was going on and what you needed
to do. This wasn’t always possible as sometimes
everyone had matches at the same time.

Q: How has disability sport progressed
since you first got involved?
A Part 1 :The wheelchairs have changed
dramatically since I started playing, the
first sports wheelchair I had was a folding
wheelchair that had a solid crash bar
which you inserted onto the frame so it
wouldn't fold up whilst playing. There was
no camber on the wheels and no rear
castors. By the time I stopped playing my
wheelchair had camber. Also you weren't
strapped into your chair at all. So it was
not unusual for people to fly out of their
chair if they stopped to quickly and had
slippy tracksuit bottoms on. One of the
other changes since I first got involved is
the choice of sports you have now. By the
time I went to Seoul in 1988 the sports
included in the games were archery, Para
athletics, boccia, cycling, football 7-aside, goalball, judo, lawn bowls, Para
powerlifting, shooting Para sport, snooker,
Para swimming, table tennis, sitting
volleyball, wheelchair basketball,
wheelchair fencing and wheelchair tennis.
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Part 2: another big change since I
started playing basketball is you now
have juniors. There was no such things
as juniors when I played. At 19 when I
started playing you were competing
against guys who had been playing for
years. There weren’t many women
playing either. There were only 4
women playing in Scotland in the late
80’s. A few years ago I was down south
at a railway exhibition with my husband
and found out the Womens league was
on at the same time near to where we
were staying so I went along for they
day and could not believe the number
of women playing I think there were
around 60 there that day. We were
lucky in the late 80’s if we could muster
12 women players.

Part 3: The other change and I do not think
is for the better is classification. Its always
been contentious and open to cheating. In
the early days of disabled sport players
were classified on what their disability
limited them on what they could do by
doctors qualified on analysis of their
disability, but they had little or no
knowledge of the sport or how that would
affect the person in front of them. The
Functional classification system introduced
in the early 1980’s in basketball and players
were classified on what they could and
couldn’t do specifically for their sport by explayers and sport scientist. After the
Paralympics in Seoul the functional
classification system was introduced and
used as a way forward. This enabled
different disabilities to be grouped together
by impairment. In Seoul for example in the
100 meters there were 20 Gold medals as
each impairment group had its own event.
Using the functional classification this
would group together athletes with
different disabilities and therefore less
events but then athletes would be
competing on a level playing field..
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art 5: as seen by what happened last year in

P

wheelchair basketball when players who had
played for years were told they were no longer
eligible to play wheelchair basketball by the
IPC, I really do think para sport has lost its way.
It used to be all about inclusivity but now
players who have played for years and worked
hard to promote the sport have no where to go
and play. When a player says they would get a
leg amputated so they could remain in the

Part 4: Classification is now going back to the

sport it really has lost its way. You now have

dark old days of the 1970’s where you are

sportsmen and women from all sports that are

poked and prodded on a bench to see what

now being excluded from the only sport they

movement you have by a Doctor and a

can play. In Para badminton the categories

Physiotherapist. With little or no knowledge of

were changed just so they could get into the

your sport and how your impairment affects

Paralympics leaving players with no category

you when playing. Its back to 'one rule suits all'

that they could compete in or playing against

and where the administrative efficiencies of a

players who have a physical advantage over

sport takes precedence over the fundamental

them.

values of the sport, and more importantly the
athletes who give their lives to its promotion.
We are now seeing less people with severe
impairments as now they have no class to enter
that they could compete on a level playing
field. .
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Q:What do you think makes Dundee
Dragons unique?
A: Its one of the few clubs around that
offers people a mixture of different sports.
Most disabled sports clubs aresport
specific.

Part 6: I think para sport has lost its way
a bit and is no longer the inclusive place
it used to be. Its now all about money
and winning medals to the detriment of
the sport and those who compete or
want to compete.
I will now get of my soap box.

Q: Finally, If you had to describe
your career in one word what
would it be?
A :

F U N !

Thanks to Fiona for taking the time
to chat with us! Stay tuned to find
out who will be in our chat corner
next issue!

In the meantime why not follow our
social media channels or email us.

gemma.lumsdaine@dundeedragons.net
kevin.rattray@dundeedragons.net

@DundeeDragons

As always thanks to our partner groups for
their continued support!

